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Butterball turkey roasting guide

Jump to recipe – Print recipe your butterball turkey is bought and you're ready to host Thanksgiving dinner. What now? This guide will help you learn how to cook a Butterball Turkey... Don't worry, it's easy! (this post was last updated October 2019) We've been working with Butterball Turkey for a few years now and I think it's safe to say we've cooked some Butterball turkeys in our time (at Butterball
University, we've learned 11 different ways to cook a turkey!). And since it seems like a lot of people have a lot of questions about cooking Butterball turkeys, we've decided to write this post that teaches you how to cook a Butterball turkey. One thing you need to know is that cooking a turkey is easy. But it can be scary. Most often because you often cook it for a crowd and because turkey has a reputation
for often drying and not so large. We know the feeling of being intimidated by cooking a turkey, but after three fantastic years working with the people at Butterball, we feel so confident sharing it with you! For this post, I decided to show you how to cook a very basic turkey. You can go above and beyond, of course, with how you prepare your turkey, but I want to keep it simple here just for your sake shows
just how easy it really is! I hope you read this post at least a few days before when you want to cook your turkey. But if not, hopefully some of these turkey cooking tips will be useful to you. Step 1: If your turkey is frozen, you should have an unfreeze plan! Use this guide to learn how to properly thaw your Butterball turkey. Also note that thawing is the #1 thing the Butterball ladies get on Thanksgiving from
people who didn't plan in advance. Remember you need days to fully thaw a frozen turkey! For example, a 16-pound turkey takes 4 days to thaw in the refrigerator. If you haven't planned enough thawing time for this, you can always do a cold water thaw. A 16-pound turkey takes 8 hours to thaw in cold water. Step 2: To brine or not to brine? One of the wonderful things about Butterball turkeys is that you
don't have to brine them. They've already been bred in advance with a saline solution! BUT that doesn't mean you can't brine them. We often brine our Butterball turkeys and my family swears by Alton Brown's recipe. The brine or not brine debate is already so hot, so it's really just up to personal preference and how you feel to do. Step 3: Decide how you want to cook your turkey. For the purposes of this
post, we go with a simple oven grid method. But at Butterball University, we learned to cook turkey 11 different ways. Yes, 11! This includes cooking a turkey in the microwave (yes, it can be done ... But I don't really recommend it). Step 4: Decide whether to fill your turkey. We never fill ours and simply serve the filling on the side. But if you want to fill it, do it now. Just make sure to read the note below
about taking the temperature of the filler! Step 5: For the traditional roster roster preheat your oven to 325 degrees. Remove the giblets and turkey nerve and beat your turkey dry with paper towels. You may or may not be surprised to know another big problem the Butterball ladies hear about are people who forget to take the giblets and neck out of the turkey before it's in the oven (very important, because
they're in plastic packages!). Step 6: Place turkey breast side on a flat rack in a shallow roasting pan 2 to 21/2 inches deep. Step 7: Rewind the wings to keep the neck skin in place, so that your turkey will be stabilized in the pan and for carving. Brush the skin with a little olive oil or cooking oil. Rub turkey with salt and pepper, too, if you haven't pickled it. If you like, you can also rub turkey with fresh or dried
herbs, minced garlic and lemon juice. Step 8: Insert an oven-safe meat thermometer deep into the lower part of the thigh without touching the bone. The hip is the thickest part of the turkey, so this is where you need to make sure the turkey is up to temperature and safe to eat. But! If you stuffed your turkey, you should also make sure the filling is up to temperature (165 degrees). A lot of people forget to do
it and that's so, as important as the filling is actually what can make people sick. If you do not have an oven safe instant reading thermometer, you can just take the temperature yourself when the turkey is close to being done. I couldn't live without my Thermapen to cook meat! Step 9: Cook turkey! See turkey cook time calculator below to determine how long your turkey should roast depending on how
much it weighs. When done about 2/3 of the way, loosely cover the chest with foil so that it does not overcook (the chest will be done first, but the rest of the turkey needs more time!). You will know your turkey is done when the thigh is 180 degrees, chest is 170 degrees and stuffing (if applicable) is 165 degrees. Step 10: Remove your turkey to a plate and let alone for about 20 minutes before carving and
serving! For help carving, check out this guide. Yes, it's so easy to cook a Butterball Turkey! Useful tools for cooking a Turkey Cook a Butterball turkey are easy, but it can be made even easier (and more delicious!) when you have the right tools at your disposal. Here are some of the tools we like best (note some of the below are affiliate links): Turkey grid pan: A turkey roasting pan is key for cooking the
perfect turkey. Yes, you can buy the disposables at the grocery store, but I often find them hard to maneuver and lift. Purchasing a stainless turkey roasting pan is a huge investment, since it should last forever and can be used to cook chickens and toast throughout the year. I connected to my favorite Le Creuset one above because I love it, but if you want to spend less money, this Cuisinart one is also a
really good option. Whatever you buy, sure that the pan comes with a rack and has handles. Meat thermometer: I strongly recommend you have a meat at hand, temperature is the best way to determine when your turkey is done. I absolutely love my ThermaPen (linked above), but if you're looking for a cheaper option, this meat thermometer has good reviews. Turkey Lifters: There's nothing worse than
taking your turkey out of the oven and not knowing how you're going to get it from the griddle pan to the cutting board so you can carve it. Turkey lifts are a great tool to have on hand so you can effortlessly move your turkey without burning your hands or making a big mess. Fat separation: When it comes time to make the gravy, you'll be happy to have a fat separation, so you can easily get to the fat
without waiting for the liquid to cool down. Even if you don't make a lot of gravies, a fat separator can also come in handy for healthier soups and stews. Great Notch board: Having a good cut/carving board is key for turkey time. Make sure you have a cutting board that is large enough to fit your turkey. I also recommend a cutting board that has a juice groove in. Once you start carving, the turkey juices will
release and the groove will really help keep your counters clean. Carving knife: You don't need a carving knife to cut your turkey, but it will make your life a little easier and make for the most beautiful turkey slices. You can also use it for carving pretty much any meat year-through. A notch fork will also help keep the turkey steady while carving. Brining bags: If you plan to brine your Butterball turkey
(remember, you don't have to!), a brining bag will come in handy. Also, make sure you have a container large enough to let your turkey brine in. Butterball Turkey Cooking Times For Your Reference, here are turkey cooking times determined by the weight of your Butterball turkey when your oven is set to 325 degrees. 4.5 – 7 lbs Unstuffed: 2-2.5 hoursBeared: 2.25-2.75 hours7-9 lbs: Undiscolored: 2.5-3
hours Hestuffed: 2.75-4.5 hours9-18 lbs : Undisturb: 3-3.5 hoursGestuffed: 3.75-4.4.45 hours18-22 lbs : Unshorned: 3.5-4 hoursGet: 4.5-5 hours22-24 lbs: Undiscralled: 4-4.4.4 HoursGeteel: 5-5.5 hours24-30 lbs : Unsconceuched: 4.5-5 hour-toned: 5.5-6.25 hours. This Thanksgiving, don't waste time in figureing out how to convert measurements, how much turkey to buy or how much time is needed for
thawing and cooking. Our convenient cooking calculators make your time in the kitchen more efficient by helping you calculate and convert everything from the size of your turkey to how much time you need to thaw or cook it. We have liquid, dry, temperature, and traditional weight measurements converted here for you. (WAOW) — Are you wondering how to cook your Thanksgiving turkey this year? Don't
worry, Butterball has the answers to any turkey questions you could ever have. Not only that, they offer recipes and a Turkey Talk-Line. The line of speaking is answers to all turkey questions in English and Spanish from now until Dec. 24. It is Open Monday through Friday from 8 .m. 8 p..m., and on Thanksgiving Day from 6 p..m. -to 5 p..m. You can call at 800-288-8372 or text 844-877-3456. Butterball also
has an asking Alexa feature for enabled devices. Butterball lists six steps to the turkey prep process: shopping, thawing, prepping, cooking, done and carving. Fortunately, since thawing, prepping, and cooking depends on the size of the turkey, Butterball provides an interactive map to successfully cook the bird. Here's a quick summary: Plan the weight of the turkey you buy around the number of people at
the table. Butterball commands two pounds per adult and one pound per child. For a precise decision, use the portion calculatorThawing a turkey takes time! Thawing in a refrigerator is ideal, but taking several days, thawing in water will take between 6-12 hours usually. When you thaw in water, cold water changes every 30 minutes. There are types of birds that should NOT be thawed: frozen stuffed whole
turkeys or ready to roast. There are three methods of prepping a turkey: oil and salt rub, filling, and brining. Cooking times depend on the size of the bird and if it is stuffed or not, but will generally last between 2 to 5 hours. Butterball recommends roasting at 325°F on an open pan. The bird can also be fried, smoked or roasted. There is only one way to be sure of a turkey's done: the temperature. It should be
180°F in the thigh, 170°F in the chest, and 165°F in the filling. Let the bird rest before carving and slowly carving. Click here for more in depth tips. No matter the size, season, or filling, roasting a turkey is easy with these steps: Preheat the oven to 325°FDrain juice and pat the bird dry with paper towelPlace turkey chest lace on a flat rack in a shallow roasting pan. Turn wings back to keep neck skin in
place. Brush or spray with vegetables or cooking oil Place an oven-safe meat thermometer in the lower part of the thigh to allow for the monitoring of done Place turkey in the oven. When almost done, cover chests and drums with foil to prevent overcooking. overcooked.
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